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Dynamics of CH2C1 group in a(2,6-trichlorotoluene dissolved in CDC13 was studied by observing various relaxation 

modes for 13C under proton undecoupled condition. Partially relaxed 13C spectra were obtained at Mb as a function 

of evolution time after applying various designed pulse sequences to this AX2 spin system. It was found that nonlinear 

regression analysis of the relaxation data for these magnetization modes could provide the information about dipolar 

and spin-rotational autocorrelation and cross-correlation spectral densities for fluctuation of the internuclear 

vector inCH2Cl group. The results show that the effect of cross-correlation is comparable in magnitude to that of 

autocorrelation and the relaxation in this spin system is dominated by dipolar mechanism rather than spin-rotational 

one. From the resulting spectral density data we could calculate 나le bond angle zHCH (105.1°) and elements of

the rotational diffusion tensor for CH2C1 group.

Introduction

The theory describing intramolecular nuclear magnetic re

laxation phenomena in multispin systems is nowadays well 

established and has been shown to be a very powerful tool 

for the study of dynamics and structure of molecules in li

quid?-4 For spin 1/2 nuclei, such as and 13C, in small 

molecules the most important relaxation mechanisms are 

known to be the inter- and intramolecular dipole-dipole in

teractions modulated by molecular reorientation and the 

spin-rotation interactions modulated by random fluctuation 

in molecular rotational angular momenta. The dipolar me

chanism is usually much more prevailing over the spin-rota

tional one, but if a system can easily undergo the change 

in rotational motions, then the contribution from the latter 

may be substantial.

In a previous investigation5 we have studied the spin-lat

tice relaxation of 13C and spins in methyl group of 2,6- 

dichlorotoluene dissolved in CDC13 at 34t. The result show

ed that the spin-rotational contribution to the total relaxation 

rate was found to be about 20%, which indicates that the 

internal rotation of methyl group is quite fast and facile in 
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2t6-dichlorotoluene. However, such may not be the case for 

internal rotation of a less symmetrical group such as CH2C1 

group in a,2,6-trichlorotoluene. The present pa꽈er is concer

ned with the l3C spin-lattice relaxation in CH2C1 group of 

a,2-6-trichlorotoluene, which comprises an AX2 spin system, 

and demonstrates that all the information regarding the spe

ctral densities necessary for the study of motional behavior 

of CH2C1 group can be obtained through observation of va

rious magnetization modes. This is in contrast to the measu

rement of Ti, where only one specific mode is observed, 

thus providing information of only one out of several availa

ble spectral densities. The present study also confirms the 

presence and importance of cross-correlational effect in a 

coupled spin system which has been regarded as a theoreti

cal curiosity for long time. It is shown that the knowledge 

of such spectral densities can be utilized to extract the mole

cular structural and dynamic information.

The study of cross- and auto-correlational effect on spin

lattice relaxation in coupled spin systems has been pioneered 

by Grant,1,2,4,6~11 Void and Void,12-15 and others.16,17 Grant and 

coworkers have dealt with methylene halide, while V이d and 

coworkers have worked with simple planar molecules in so

lution. Compared to these, our system, a,2,6・txichlorotx)kieiie, 

is a little more complex due to the presence of the internal 

rotation of CH2C1 group as well as the anisotropic structure 

and rotational motion of the molecule as a whole. The tech

niques described in this paper can be applied to many other 

molecules (polymers, biomolecules, etc.) involving coupled 

spin systems as w이 1.

Theory

Underlying theories for the spin relaxation phenomena in 

liquids have been formulated and advanced by Bloch and 

by many others.18-22 Nowadays, Redfield's method of formu

lation has been quite popular since it is a straightforward 

matter to extend this formulation to describe the time-depen

dent nuclear spin dynamics explicitly in terms of the relaxa

tion matrix. In a series of papers Werbelow et a/.1,2,6,8 have 

treated in detail the relaxation in weakly coupled spin sy도・ 

terns based on this formalism in terms of spherical tensor 

operators and symmetry-adapted magnetization modes. Fol

lowing their treatment we will briefly review the relaxation 

theory for an AX2 spin system.

The Hamiltonian of a system of spins and their molecular 

surroundings can be written in the form

龙 (1)

where Ho is a large time-independent interaction Hamilto

nian (eg. Zeeman interaction, spin-spin coupling, etc.), and 

is a small time-dependent perturbation (i.e. dipolar, 

spin-rotation, scalar, anisotropic chemical shift interactions, 

etc.).

The time evolution of the spin density operator, X(£), can 

be described by Liouville-von Neumann equation

(d/d頒W)］, (2)

which, when carried to second order in can be more 

conveniently rewritten in the following form:

0씈" = 爲 乂饥｝.
(3)

The elements of relaxation matrix R can be divided, into 

two parts originating from dipole-dipole and random field 

interactions, respectively. That is, 

r<sn= y R課侦 + £ R岳m
1<J

(4)

which can be explicitly expressed in terms of the irreducible 

spherical tensor operators and the components of spectral 

densities as shown later.

For dipole-dipole mechanism, the spectral densities take 

the form

J 籠(3) = 4 履 J：〈:理［d(0)］照［d(t)］〉COS(W)dt, ⑸

where ij and kl represent pairs of interacting spins and & 

is the dipolar coupling constant for the ij spin pair separated 

by the internuclear distance rijt that is,备=(6^/5)"2(匕丫枷，厂') 

with Y( and Y, denoting magnetogyric ratios of spin i and 

j, respectively. Also, 요* F) denotes the orientation of intemu- 

clear vector r,y at time t with respect to the laboratory-fixed 

coordinates.

In the discussion of dipole-diple relaxation in a CH2 (AX2) 

spin system, four dipolar spectral densities, Jc» Jhh, /chh, 

and Jhch, emerge. These dipolar spectral densities can be 

expressed as a linear combination of the Fourier transforms 

of time-dependent correlation functions involving variou옹 ele

ments of the second-order Wigner rotation matrix which may 

be evaluated if a suitable molecular rotational model is 

found. For example, if the molecular reorientation can be 

well described by the rotational diffusion model, the method 

due to Favro23 can serve for our purpose. One way or the 

other, we may be able to extract the information regarding 

the elements of rotational diffusion tensor and the molecular 

structure parameters from four dipolar spectral densities, 

Jch» 九h, «/chh, and /hch.8

Random field spectral densities can be expressed as

•谭(3)= 戏,t)〉cos(W)dt, (6) 

where B^(i, t) is the lattice component of the magnetic fi이d 

at the position of nucleus i. These random field terms prima

rily account for the effect due to paramagnetic impurities, 

the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) interactions, and the 

spin-rotation interactions. Since paramagnetic impurities are 

usually removed in the process of sample preparation (degas

sing) and the effect d냐e to CSA interactions is conspicuous 

only in the presence of high magnetic field, we are left with 

the spin-rotation interaction only in our case.

Eq. (3) may be rewritten in terms of various normalized 

magnetization modes y/s for a given spin system as f이lows:

-虫普=羊&成(t) 一部， ⑺

where 矶 means the thermal equilibrium value for the Vj 

mode.

For AX2 spin system, Eq.(7) represents a set of eight 
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Table 1. Magnetization modes and elements of relaxation matrix 

for AX2 spin system

E
沥=7、，卩乂〃+产)幻

%3=(1/2)7기: (片眇+也X2)幻

汕 = 7기7?幻
如=(l/v方仃7以'+产)幻

如=47기/r時幻

刼=、/步以姓+&秘幻

애?11 = (16/3}/# + 5fxx+2]xax* 2/4 + 2/¥

状12= — (5/3决#一 2/咨 

앗?捋=2、/勿：(5/6矗+"成 

앗?22=(20/3办+庆一(10/3如+物一漏 

앗?23= 一2/2[(1/2瓜+(5/3必心+仙] 

아石3=(20/3扁+2膈+4仮 

觸 u=(20/3Mu+幼 

W2=(5、/，3源 

°/?13 = 2Zw 
"Ru=W刃卸XAX 

阳2=(10/3瓜+%+2么 

*23 = 2\/2ZlXY 

아&4 = (5/3必心 — 2Jaxx 
叩33 = 4Jax+ 2Jxx+ 2Ja+ 4jx 

“R34 — _、j曲XX ~^JxAX + 2jxx) 

国=(14/3赢+扇-(4/3如什些+ 4五一 2jxx

*We have the adopted abbreviated notations ]ax, Jxx, Jaxx, Jxax 
instead of Jaxax, Jxx'xx1, Jaxxx、Jxaaxc respectively.

coupled simultaneous linear differential equations involving 

the symmetry-adapted magnetization modes. Four symmetric 

modes, four antisymmetric modes (distinguished by inversion 

symmetry), and elements of the relaxation matrix Ra invol

ved in Eq. (7) are listed in Table 1. For computational simp

licity, we have used the normalized and symmetric set of 

magnetization modes originally described by Werbelow and 

Grant.8. The symmetric mode, E, is totally symmetric so that 

symmetric relaxation matrix is reduced to a 1 by 1 and a 

3 by 3 matrix. And we assume the extreme narrowing condi

tion is valid throughout our discussion so that we need not 

worry about the frequency dependencies of spectral densities 

involved.

Among eight available magnetization modes the following 

four are known to be directly observable:

也 1, the difference between the two outer lines in the car

bon triplet,

av\, the t아al carbon magnetization,

aV2t the total proton magnetization, and

aV3f the sum of the outer two lines minus the central line 

of carbon triplet.

In this work we will be concerned with three carbon ob

servable modes only.

Experiment and Results

a,2,6-Trichlorotoluene (97%) and CDCl/lOO%) were pur- 

硼） 
la附

扣岫附)

±Qaap)+g附)

關-1阳啪

方（|0响-|0岫

|aaa)

Figure 1. Energy level diagram for a 13CH2 spin system. B이d 

lines indicate allowed carbon transitions while dotted lines stand 

for allowed proton transitions.

chased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used without further 

purification. 1.0 M CDCI3 solution of a,2,6-trichlorotoluene 

was placed in a 10 mm o.d. NMR tube and was degassed 

by repeating the freeze-pump-thaw cycles 6 times and sealed 

under vacuum. All the relaxation measurements were perfor

med at the temperature of 307 K on a Varian VXR-200S 

NMR spectrometer operating at 13C resonance frequency of 

50.29 MHz. After applying the carbon n pulses with or without 

application of selective and nonselective proton n pulses the 

relaxation behaviors of various magnetization modes were 

observed with the proton couplings allowed. The length of 

a 13C 180° pulse used was 33 psec. Pulse delay was taken 

to be longer than 107] to ensure that the magnetization be 

completely relaxed to thermal equilibrium value before a 

new sequence of pulses begins. In all the experiments under

taken in this work five independent measurements were 

made and the relaxation data reported in this paper are the 

average of these individual measurements.

In order to determine seven spectral densities [two dipo

lar auto-correlation spectral densities (/ch, Jhh), two dipolar 

cross-correlation spectral densities (/hch, Jchh). and three 

spin-rotational spectral densities (jc,而，；hh)1 we have obtai

ned eight experimental data sets for three observable 13C 

magnetization modes under a variety of different conditions 

as described below.

I항C Inversion Recovery in the Presence of Coup
ling with Protons. This experiment consists of inverting 

all three lines of 13C spectrum and monitoring their return 

to equilibrium in several time delays [puls은 sequence: 180° 

(13C)-/-9O°(13C)-AQ1 The results show that the central line 

relaxes a little faster than any of the two outer lines (see 

Figure 2(a)). This means that 細 mode can have nonzero 

magnitude during relaxation which in turn indicates that the 

cross-correlation spectral density,九ch, related to fl7?i3 can 

play an important role. From this observation we can also 

deduce that /hch is expected to have a negative value.

For the computational purpose the magnetization modes 

need to be initialized. In the present case the initial and 

equilibrium conditions are given as

S(0)=Xi "司 and 絳

\ 0 / \ 0

(8)
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1.0口

2250 2150 2050 1950 Hz
Rgure 2. Partially relaxed 13C spectra of various experiment 

in CDC13. (a) 13C inversion recovery in the presence of coupling 

with protons (b) applying a nonselective proton n pulse (c) apply

ing a selective proton n pulse (d) NOE decay in 13C with proton 

coupled.

where G = YH/yc. Each of these values has been scaled with 

respect to the equilibrium intensity of avx mode.

From the spectra shown in Figure 3(a) we obtained the 

Ti value of ca 4.5 sec, and the dipolar spectral density /ch 

was found to be 0.035 sec-1 (initial 이。pe calculation).

Applying a Nonselective Proton n Pulse. This ex

periment consists of inverting two proton satellite lines si

multaneously and monitoring 13C spectrum affected by this 

perturbation [pulse sequence: 180°(13C)-AQ]. The 

initial and equilibrium conditions are

%，(0)=&j and avT=K2 [、管 j . ⑼

0 5 10 15 20
Time (sec)

Time (sec)
Figure 3. Results of nonlinear regression fit to experimental 

data in unit of av{ value for 13CH2 spin system, (a) UC inversion 

recovery in the presence of coupling with protons (b) applying 

a nonselective proton n pulse (c) applying a selective proton 

n pulse (d) NOE decay in 13C with proton coupled. Filled circles, 

empty circles, and filled triangles repesent avlt av3t and %】，res

pectively.
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90； 180； 90 J

1H [I — H — fl
_________ 4J 4J _______________

180° 180° 90°

13C —-一 T Acq.

90°

13C : T Acq.

Figure 4. Pulse sequences for (a) selective proton n pulse (b) 

NOE decay.

From Figure 2(b), which shows the relaxation of 机 and 

aV3 modes, we obtain the information of Jch and Jchh- The 

outer lines grow faster than the central one w辻h t until 

they pass through a maximum and begin to shrink. The de

viation in the relative intensities from normal 1:2:1 triplet 

indicates that the contribution of Jchh to the relaxation affects 

the outer lines more than the central one. From the initial 

slopes of aV\ and av3 curves \_cf. Figure 3(b)] we estimated 

the values of Jch and /chh, which were found to be about 

0.035 and 0.014 see-1, respectively.

Applying a Selective Proton n Pulse. In this case 

the symmetric 初 mode can be detected. The observed spec

tra are shown in Figure 2(c) and the corresponding pulse 

sequence in Figure 4(a). This pulse sequence inverts only 

one proton satellite line. By application of such a selective 

pulse %i mode is strongly affected but aV\ and av3 mode are 

not as much affected as in the case of applying a nonselective 

proton n pulse in which bo比 satellite lines are inverted. 

The initial and equilibrium conditions for this case may be 

written

쌍(0) = K3 avT = K3

也(0) = & ! 0 j , and svT = K3 0 J .

(10)

From Figure 3(a) we see that the initial sVi value is four 

times larger than the equilibrium carbon intensity, which 

can be attributed to the polarization transfer from proton 

to carbon (as in the case of INEPT experiment). In this case 

the initial slope calculations show that /chh is ca 0.016 sec-1 

while Jch is 0.038 see~1.

NOE Decay in 13C Coupled Spectra. In this experi

ment, 13C relaxation have been observed without proton de

coupling after the full NOE buildup is achieved. The initial 

and equilibrium conditions in this case are

/l+q / 1 \

。”(0)=& ° andW = "% , (11)

\ 0 / \ 0 /

where x\ means the NOE factor.

We obtained r\ from the initial aVi value which turned out 

to be very close to its maximum value (^1.987). We can 

also evaluate 门 by making use of spectral densities estimated 

from the foregone measurements through the following rela

tion:

= Yh Jch (20/ch - 10/hch + 9 jc)— 10/备汨 匚⑵
H一 2Yc (/ch+3/1Q/hch)(2Q/chTQ/hch +既)TQ從h'

which can be derived from the Solomon equation24 for a 

proton decoupled CH2 spin system.

We can see from Figure 2(d) that the central line relaxes 

significantly faster than the two outer lines of carbon triplet, 

which means that the cross-correlation spectral densities, es

pecially Tchh, plays an important role in this spin system.

Calculations

All the calculations made in this work have been carried 

out numerically since it is not possible to find analytical so

lutions to the coupled differential equations for AX2 spin 

system. We briefly describe the procedure of calculation in 

what follows. Eq. (7) is more conveniently written in the 

vectorial form as follows:

or, more compactly,

으 y = Ry (14)

where = A transformation matrix Tf which dia

gonalizes R on similarity transformation, is operated on both 

side of Eq. (14) to give

으 y=A 匕 (15)

at

where Y=7y and \ — TRT~l. Since A is assumed to be dia

gonal, the solutions to Eq, (15), each of which represents 

a normal mode of magnetization, can be written in the 

form

yi(t) = V, (0) exp(A, t), (16)

where 人 is the /th principal value of the tensor A.

Now, the original magnetization modes y/s can be evaluated 

from 匕's as

乂。) = 2 啊 exp(X/) (17)

)

where 的=(7'T》Z 幻角切"°)一彼｝. Alternatively, Eq. (17) may 
k
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Table 2. Spectral densities, dynamic and structural parameters 

obtained from nonlinear regression fitting

/ch (sec-1) 0.0348

/hch (sec-1) -0.0042

Jchh (sec"1) 0.0148

/hh (sec^1) 0.0308

jc (sec-1) 0.00004

；h (sec-1) 0.00108

；hh (sec-1) 0.00004

zHCH (degree) 105.1

(sec-1) 11.6OX1O10

Dyy (sec-1) 1.68 X1010

Da (sec-1) 2.38 X1010 Figure 5. The m이ecule-fixed coordinates for CH2 spin system 

in a,2,6-trichlorotoluene where R represents 2t6-dichlorophenyl 

group.

be rewritten as follows:

Vi(t)=〃?+ Z an exp(X/) (18)

j
Eight experimental data sets arising from three carbon 

observable modes av3, and sVi were fitted with Eq. (18) 

numerically by adjusting seven spectral densities simulta

neously until the standard deviation is minimized. Numerical 

calculations have been performed on IBM PC 486-DX using 

a least-square fitting program employing the Marquadt algo

rithm. To facilitate this fitting procedure the approximate 

values found for some of these spectral densities described 

in the previous section were taken as the starting values 

for iterative calculations. The numerical fitting results are 

shown in Figures. 3(a)-(d) and thus found optimal spectral 

densities are tabulated in Table 2.

From four dipolar spectral densities obtained in this man

ner we can extract the information about the geometrical 

and dynamical properties of the molecule assuming the ex

treme narrowing condition. For AX2 system each dipolar 

spectral density can be expressed as a function of 0( zHCH) 

and diffusion tensors as following:11

"詳知鶯嚐繼]㈣ 

where % stands for the magnetogyric ratio of tth nucleus 

and Ty is the internuclear distance between rth and jth nuc

leus. In the coordinates system shown in Figure 5, where 

X, Y, and Z denote three principal axes of the diffusion ten- 

용or for this system, B, and g(0) are defined by

Bi = 2D+ + 4Z

晶=4D++ 2“+2[(队 )2+3打％

&=也+ + 2久一2[(队-。+)2 + 3晚]%

D±=^(Pa+D„) (20)

and

C\ — 12&吟비여脂

c2=d+ecosP +f\/3 sinp

勺=d - ecosP —/\/3~ sinP (21)

where 

aCH = cos0 ftcH = sin0

«cHr = cos0 力ch，= — sinO

但HH，= 0 力HH，= 1 (22)

and

B = tan* 、/叡/0—W)

d=3(爲成+어嘴)-1

°=1一3(屛咼+於原)

f= ~~ 3爲渝 T#厂说+属+於. (23)

The numerically calculated zHCH and diffusion tensors are 

listed in Table 2.

Conclusions

A great deal of information concerning the relative impor

tance of various relaxation mechanisms can be obtained from 

the measured spectral densities. From Table 2, we see that 

the dipolar auto-correlation spectral density, /ch, is much lar

ger than the spin-rotational spectral density, ；c- This means 

that the relaxation is dominated by the dipolar mechanism 

rather than the spin-rotational one, which is understandable 

considering that bulky CH2C1 group in af2(6-trichlorotoluene 

is expected to suffer much more restriction when it under

goes internal rotation than CH3 group in 2,6-dichlorotoluene. 

It is also noteworthy that the effect of cross-correlation is 

comparable to that of autocorrelation. The results obtained 

in this work show that the effect of cross-correlation can 

make a significant contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation 

of AX2 spin system and can by no means be neglected as 

has often been assumed. The magnitude of Jhch is found 

to be significantly smaller than Jchh, which may be attributa

ble to the fact that the three spin orders are seldom genera

ted by a pulse sequence inverting the carbon triplet and 

that there exist only weak correlation between I" and 首껐펑' 

though the correlation between 匸 and 普 remains rather 

strong. We found that the values of spectral densities obtai

ned from the least-square fitting are very close to those esti

mated from initial slope measurements, which indicates that 

our initial estimation of some spectral densities was quite 
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accurate. The calculated NOE factor, t\, from dipolar spectral 

densities and Eq. (11) agrees w미 1 with that measured from 

the spectrum.

From Eq. (19) we calculated 사le bond angle zHCH (105.1°) 

and the elements of diffusion tensor for CH2C1 group in the 

molecule-fixed coordinates shown in Figure 5 by making use 

of the spectral densities listed in Table 2, assuming that 

the molecular frame is rigid. The bond angle zHCH was 

found to be somewhat less than the tetrahedral angle 109.5°, 

which is reasonable considering that the strong repulsions 

between 아ectrons in the chlorine atom of CH2C1 and in the 

dichlorophenyl group can narrow this angle. was found 

to be several times larger than Dyy and Dut which means 

the overall molecular shape and interactions are such that 

the rotation about the x-axis is more facile than those about 

the other two axes. The magnitude of these diffusion tensor 

components also confirms that the extreme narrowing condi

tion is well valid for our case.
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Glycosylation of benzoylated glycosyl halides of glucose, galactose and mannose with potassium p-nitrophenoxide and 

18-crown-6 complex in chloroform resulted in the stereospecific formation of 1,2-trans p-nitrophenyl glycopyranosides 

in good yields. The same reaction with benzylated mannopyranosyl chloride gave the a-and p-p-nitrophenyl mannopyra

nosides in 3 :1 ratio. However, acetylated 2-azido-altropyranosyl chloride gave p-p-nitrophenyl altropyranoside only.

Introduction

p-Nitrophenyl glycosides are widely used as chromogenic 

substrates in the study of glycosidase enzymes1,2, and as lin

kage arms to couple oligosacchride epitopes to carrier pro

teins in producing immunogens2-5. In the latter, glycosidic 

p-nitrophenyl groups are converted, via an amino function, 

into a number of groups, such as isothiocyanate, diazo, and 

N-bromoacetate, capable of reacting with nucleophilic amino 

acid residues of a protein carrier1-7. Such a covalent attach

ment increases immunogenicity of carbohydrate epitopes. In 

addition, the coupling may be controlled for the specific syn

thesis of well-defined antigens, that may enable to elucidate 

mechanisms of antigen-antibody interaction.

However, conventional methods such as Helferich or 

Koenig-Knorr reaction have been reported to give p-nitrophenyl


